Chris McClellan

Chris McClellan is known as "Uncle Mud" and Ohio, USA. He is a natural builder specializing in cob, rocket stoves, and cob ovens. He instructs on these topics through youtube, workshops,[1] films, books, and plans.[2]
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Books by Chris McClellen

- 2006: The Tree House in Winter; SunRay Kelley & Friends (Magical Places Series, Volume 2)

Video appearances

- 2017 Permaculture Design Course and Appropriate Technology Course video (he was an instructor at the Appropriate Technology Course)[3]
- 2018 Rocket Oven DVD [4]

External links

- Chris McClellan's youtube channel [5]
- Chris McClellan's website [5]
- tour of Chris McClellan's house [5]
- Uncle Mud's Bun Warmer rocket mass heater [6]

Notes and references